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Immigration and recommended care after a suicide attempt in Europe: equity or bias?
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This report describes the investigation of care recommendations in the medical system across European countries to immigrants who attempted suicide. Data from seven European countries with 8865 local and 2921 immigrant person-cases were derived from the WHO/EURO Multicentre Study on Suicidal Behaviour and ensuing MONSUE (Monitoring Suicidal Behaviour in Europe) project. The relationship between immigrant status and type of aftercare recommended was analysed with binary logistic regression, adjusting for gender, method of attempt and the Centre collecting the data. Clear disparities were identified in the care recommendation practices toward immigrants, compared with hosts, over and above differing policies by the European Centres.

Introduction

Studies have shown that immigrants in Europe are at risk of suicidal behaviour.1–4 Yet, thus far there have not been any specific studies concerning care recommended for immigrants after attempted suicide in Europe.

Study Aims

The present study investigated the recommendations of care given by medical personnel at first contact after an attempted suicide across a number of European countries, comparing persons from immigrant and non-immigrant groups.

Methods

The data on suicide attempts were derived from the WHO/EURO Multicentre Study on Suicidal Behaviour, initiated in 1988 and described in detail elsewhere,5 and the ensuing MONSUE (Monitoring Suicidal Behaviour in Europe) project. The participating Centres collected information in a well-defined catchment area, from patients who had contact with the medical system following attempted suicide.

In the current study, data from eight Centres in seven European countries (Bern, Switzerland; Ghent, Belgium; Leiden, Netherlands; Oviedo, Spain; Stockholm, Sweden; Tallinn, Estonia; Umeå, Sweden; and Wuerzburg, Germany) in which >30 immigrant suicide attempters were registered and information on given aftercare was available were analysed. The final analysis comprised 8865 local and 2921 immigrant person-cases.

The study analysed the association of immigration (and specifically the immigrants’ region of origin) with recommended care, adjusting for relevant background factors described below.

The dependent variable in this study, the recommended aftercare, was classified into four categories: no recommended aftercare, non-psychiatric aftercare, psychiatric or psychotherapeutic outpatient aftercare and/or counselling services and psychiatric or psychotherapeutic inpatient aftercare.

Owing to differences in strategies of care recommendation after suicide attempts, the Centres were divided in three classes based on a tentative principle component analysis: Leiden and Oviedo, where the use of inpatient care was rare but outpatient care more frequent than elsewhere, Tallinn, where non-psychiatric care was almost never recommended, and the other Centres which, while showing some differences, were similar enough to be treated as belonging basically to the same type.

The immigrant groups were divided by general region of origin into three major categories: West European (and other Western) immigrants (n = 543), East European immigrants (n = 1702) and non-European immigrants (n = 695). These were compared with the (European) host group (n = 8865).

The relationship between immigrant status and the type of aftercare recommended was analysed with binary logistic regression analyses, one for each of the recommended-care categories, along with controls for gender, age, the type of the method of the attempt (‘soft’ or ‘hard’) and the Centre at which
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suicide attempt may constitute the best opportunity to receive a proper referral to psychiatric and psychosocial help in their suicidal crisis. Yet, such referral also demands clear referral guidelines for culturally competent after-care services, and well-trained staff with intercultural competence.

Limitations
Some variables of possible importance could not be analysed owing to non-availability and thus limit the generalizability of the conclusions. There were no data available on neither the length of stay in the country or the legal status of immigrants. Certainly, the diversity of health care policies in the European countries is also influenced by the legal status of immigrants. Also, owing to the local nature of the study, the catchment areas cannot be considered to be representative of the countries involved, and the immigrants living within them may not be representative of the immigrants to those countries. However, because this study has been made using the largest European data material at hand and the current examples of practices from the different European sites indicate clear disparities in recommendation of care for immigrants and locals, future investigation of these results is clearly needed.
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Key points
- Immigrant status influences the recommendation of care after a suicide attempt, over and above the existing disparities between different European localities.
- Eastern European and non-European immigrants, probably perceived as more culturally different, are more often discharged without further recommendation of care after a suicide attempt when compared with non-immigrants in Europe.
- There is need for clear and culturally adapted care recommendations after a suicide attempt for immigrants in Europe, as their initial contact with the medical system immediately after their suicide attempt may provide the best opportunity to receive a proper referral to psychiatric and psychosocial help in their suicidal crisis.
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